Abstract-One-time signatures have been known for more than two decades, and have been studied mainly due to their theoretical value. Recent works motivated us to examine the practical use of one-time signatures in high-performance applications. In this paper we describe FMTseq -a signature scheme that merges recent improvements in hash tree traversal into Merkle's onetime signature scheme. Implementation results show that the scheme provides a signature speed of up to 35 times faster than a 2048-bit RSA signature scheme, for about one million signatures, and a signature size of only a few kilobytes. We provide an analysis of practical parameter selection for the scheme, and improvements that can be applied in more specific scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Motivation
Commonly used digital signature algorithms, like RSA, are not sufficiently fast for many applications. As an example application, consider a financial news service that wishes to sign all its messages: such a service requires both low latency and high bandwidth. An efficient alternative to a digital signature is a Message Authentication Code (MAC). However, a MAC does not provide the asymmetry between the signer and the verifier which digital signatures provide anyone who can verify the signature can also sign.
One-time signatures [Mer89] , on the other hand, are digital signatures that are based on one-way functions without a trapdoor, thus they are much faster. One-time signatures have been known for more than two decades, but are usually considered to be impractical. This is due to their complex key management problems, and the fact that their signature length is significantly larger.
Over the last few years, there has been some increased interest in one-time signatures, mainly due to the multicast authentication problem (see [PerOl] schemes have been presented, with key management solutions for some limited scenarios. These techniques and other efficient algorithms that improved key management aspects led us to re-examine whether one-time signatures can be made practical for high-performance tasks.
B. Related Work
One-time signatures have been known for a relatively long time. They were first presented by Lamport [Lam79] and Rabin [Rab78] , but are mostly known in the form presented by Merkle and Winternitz [Mer89] . These signatures are based on one-way functions, as opposed to trapdoor functions that are used in public key signatures like RSA and ElGamal.
Although one-way functions are simpler to implement and are typically more computationally efficient than trapdoor functions, one-time signatures have been considered to be impractical for two main reasons: First, their "one-timed-ness", i.e., key generation is required for each usage, thus implying a complicated key management scheme; Second, the signature size is relatively long in comparison with common public-key signatures and MACs.
Recently, this area was revisited due to the need for fast, low computation, authentication solutions for IPmulticast and sensor networks. Perrig [PerOl] Merkle [Mer89] addressed the problem of key management, introducing the method of tree authentication. In [Mer89] , originally published in 1979, the concept of a hash tree is presented, which provides efficient key management for a large number of one-time signatures. The recent works of [JLMS03] , [SzyO4a] , [BKN04] improve Merkle's hash-tree method [Mer89] and give the ability to handle large hash trees more efficiently. The focus of [JLMS03] was to obtain space-time trade off, the focus of [SzyO4a] was very low space solution, and [BKN04] combined the two. As an example, Jakobsson et al.'s suggested to use their algorithm for one-time signature. A proof of concept code for their idea was implemented in [ColO3] with some basic performance results.
Recently, a work of Seys and Preneel [SP05] provided a power consumption estimation of one-time signatures schemes, for low power mobile platforms. Their work estimates the overall power consumption of the signature schemes of Winternitz and Reyzin, with the key management techniques of Jakobsson et al. [JLMS03] and Perrig [PerOl] .
The work closest to ours was recently suggested independently by Coronado [CorO5] . The work used a different traversal technique by [SzyO4a] and focused on forward security of the scheme rather than on achieving fast signatures; therefore, we cannot directly compare Coronado's results with ours.
C. Contributions
Our first contribution is a design of a signature scheme we call FMTseq -Fractal Merkle Tree sequential signatures. FMTseq combines Merkle's one-time signatures with Jakobsson et al.'s algorithm for hash tree traversal. We refine [JLMS03] construction and complete the details for a practical scheme to provide many one-time signatures with the same hash tree. In contrast with [JLMS03] our work follows Merkle's original suggestion for hash tree construction which is more efficient and conceptually natural.
Next, we provide an efficient implementation of a scheme that significantly improves the preliminary implementation [ColO3] (see also [SzyO4b] ). Our experimental results show that FMTseq is one-or two-orders of magnitude faster than RSA, with low signature sizes and signer storage requirements.
We consider applications that wish to obtain fast signature rates while keeping the run-time space and signature size reasonable. We show that when selecting the parameter values for the scheme, rather than using the low space solution of [JLMS03] , we can trade a few additional kilobytes of signer run-time storage to obtain faster signature rates.
Full details can be found in [NSW05] .
II. FRACTAL MERKLE TREE SEQUENTIAL ONE-TIME SIGNATURES
In this section we describe our scheme for sequential one-time signatures using fractal Merkle tree algorithm [JLMS03] . The fractal Merkle tree algorithm is a scheme for sequential traversal of a Merkle hash tree, i.e., providing the authentication path for each leaf when the leaves are used one after the other. The scheme requires a computational effort of 2 log N/ log log N and a runtime space of 1.5 1og2 N/ log log N nodes.
Notation: A hash tree T of height H is divided into L levels, each of height h. The leaves of the hash tree are indexed {0, 1, ..., 2H 1} from left to right. The altitude of a node n is defined as the height of the maximal subtree for which it is the root and ranges from O (for the leaves), to H (for the root). An h-subtree is "at level i" when the altitude of its root is ih for some i C {1,2,...,L}. Figure   1 .
In our scheme, the secrets of each one-time signatures are generated by a pseudo-random number generator.
The value of each leaf of the fractal Merkle tree is a hash over all the commitments of a single one-time signature. Therefore, each leaf serves as a public commitment to a one-time signature'. For each one-time signature, the signer regenerates the next unused leaf, reveals the required secrets, and outputs the commitments of the unrevealed secrets and the authentication path. We call this scheme FMTseq: Fractal Merkle Tree Sequential One-Time Signature.
The FMTseq scheme consists of three algorithms: key generation, signing and verification. The scheme is described in Figure 2 .
The performance in FMTseq is dominated by the leaf calculation time, which is defined as the time to generate all the secrets, commit each one of them with a one-way hash function, and hash all these commitments to one value. Therefore, to minimize the leaf calculation time, we chose the basic Merkle's one-time signature scheme [Mer89] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Implementation
We implemented the FMTseq scheme in C and tested its performance on a Pentium IV, 1.7GHz, running Microsoft Windows XP. The implementation of RC4, MD5, SHA-1 and SHA-256 was based on code from [DevO5] . The MD5 code was slightly optimized to achieve a more efficient hash for the committing function2. The RC4 stream cipher was used as a pseudo-random number generator. The program ran with real-time priority, measuring time using operating system time functions.
We chose to compare with the popular RSA signature using the Crypto++ code library [DaiO4] . Comparing with a wider variety of algorithms is left for a future work, however Crypto++ provides benchmarks [DaiO4] that can be used as a reference for a relative compare.
B. Selecting Hash Functions for FMTseq
The hash functions that are used in our scheme determine its performance (both speed and signature size) as well as security. We selected the hash functions so that they provide a level of security that is comparable with RSA signatures. According to [LenOl] C. Signature Time Figure 3 shows the average signature time of FMTseq versus RSA signatures. The figure shows that even for the worst choice of the number of levels, L (L = 10), FMTseq-SHA-1 is roughly 4 times faster than 1024-bit RSA, and FMTseq-SHA-256 is more than 14 times faster than 2048-bit RSA. Moreover, other choices of L provide even better performance, e.g., for L = 4 we get a 10 times speedup over 1024-bit RSA and more than 35 times speedup over 2048-bit RSA. Table I shows the average signature verification time for FMTseq and RSA. The FMTseq verification time comprises of a one-time signature and authentication path verification. We found that the verification time is practically invariant to the tree parameters. Therefore, we provided only the average of all the results.
For a practical number of one million signatures (using L = 4), comparing FMTseq with 2048-bit RSA However, h and L must be integers, and we argue that signature time is more important than run-time space in many applications. Figure 5 demonstrates the improvements in total signature time when allowing a larger space allocation relative to the space that is required when h = h,pt. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we defined FMTseq -a one-time signature scheme that combines Merkle's one-time signatures with the efficient hash tree traversal of [JLMS03] [JLMS03] suggestion for a signature scheme, in the method by which the leaves of the hash tree represent the one-time signatures. FMTseq followed Merkle's suggestion [Mer89] for using the hash tree, which is more efficient and conceptually natural.
We demonstrated that when speed is the bottleneck factor, a different selection of the fractal traversal parameters leads to a significant improvement in performance at the cost of a small increase in memory consumption.
We believe that when fast signatures are required, our results makes a strong case for practical feasibility of using one-time signatures as an alternative to the publickey signatures like RSA. 
